Go on a Rainbow Scavenger Hunt

Summer is finally here! Let’s go outside to explore the colors around us.

You will need:

- An adult
- A piece of paper and a pencil and/or a camera
- An observant eye!

Find one object for each of the following colors:

- **Red**
- **Orange**
- **Yellow**
- **Green**
- **Blue**
- **Indigo**
- **Violet**

Take a picture and/or write down the objects you find!

They can be artificial, like orange traffic cones or red stop signs, or natural, like green grass, violet flowers, or yellow bugs. See if you can find other colors not included on this list!

When you return from your walk, make a work of art about your color hunt. Draw a picture of yourself or a favorite object that you saw. Maybe turn your photos into a collage! It is up to you so let your creativity go!